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NOTRE-DAME, LES MISERABLES: Complete edition of the 2 novels,
translated into English, with an interactive table of contents (French
Edition)
This edition includes the two best novels
by Victor Hugo, translated into English:
THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE-DAME
(1831) LES MISERABLES (1862) Victor
Marie Hugo (1802-1885) was a French
poet, novelist, and dramatist of the
Romantic movement. He is considered one
of the greatest and best known French
writers. In France, Hugos literary fame
comes first from his poetry but also rests
upon his novels and his dramatic
achievements. He also produced more than
4,000 drawings, which have since been
admired for their beauty, and earned
widespread respect as a campaigner for
social causes such as the abolition of the
death penalty. Though a committed royalist
when he was young, Hugos views changed
as the decades passed, and he became a
passionate supporter of republicanism. His
work touches upon most of the political
and social issues and artistic trends of his
time. Victor Hugo has greatly contributed
to the renewal of poetry and theater. He
was admired by his contemporaries and
still is. He also allowed many generations
to develop a reflection on the writers
involvement in political and social life
through its many pronouncements, which
will condemn him to exile for the twenty
years of the Second Empire.His choices,
both moral and politics during the second
part of his life, and his outstanding work
made him an iconic character. The Third
Republic honored his death on May 22,
1885 by national funerals that accompanied
the transfer of his remains to the Pantheon
in Paris. The Hunchback of Notre-Dame
(French: Notre-Dame de Paris) is a French
Romantic/Gothic novel. The title refers to
the Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris, on
which the story is centered. The story is set
in the late Middle Ages, during the reign of
Louis XI (1461-1483). Esmeralda captures
the hearts of many men, including those of
Captain Phoebus and Pierre Gringoire, but
especially Quasimodo and his adoptive
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father, Frollo. Frollo is torn between his
obsessive lust and the rules of the church...
Les Miserables is an historical novel that
is considered one of the greatest novels of
the 19th century. Beginning in 1815 and
culminating in the 1832 June Rebellion in
Paris, the novel follows the lives and
interactions
of
several
characters,
particularly the struggles of ex-convict
Jean Valjean and his experience of
redemption. Examining the nature of law
and grace, the novel elaborates upon the
history of France, the architecture and
urban design of Paris, politics, moral
philosophy,
antimonarchism,
justice,
religion, and the types and nature of
romantic and familial love. Les Miserables
has been popularized through numerous
adaptations for the stage, television, and
film, including a musical and a film
adaptation of that musical.
These
enthralling stories are must-read of French
classic literature and will delight readers of
all ages. Complete edition, with a linked
table of contents for an easy navigation.
All ebooks published by Atlantic Editions
have fautless layouts. They are hand-edited
and checked for spelling and punctuation
errors. Atlantic Editions was created by a
reading lover who is proud to make
classics available for all at very little price.
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